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Lt
Poor indices tor comparing the overall growth pcrformance o(
flShes~, p.., and.') proposed by various aulbon are assessed, based on
growth panmeler estimates in 100 populations 0( illapia in fU\.een
species o( the gcnen TilDpitJ, SarOiMrodon and OrcoclaromU, (rom
inland wilen in Africa and Asia. The best index, i.e., the one whose
was most similar to a normal distribution

was.'

(= loglOK

=L..(1-exp(-K(t-to»

... 1)

and for growth in w~ight
.

Wt =W..(1-exp(-K(t-to»)3 . ... 2)

+

1 logI oL...);the WODtindex was w{K=L..).The best growth pcrformance
in all populations investigated was in OrcoclaromUnilOlicru (ran Lake
KainJl,NiSeria,the wont in O. mossambicru(rom LalteSibaya (Soulb
Africa). Some theoretical and prxtical Implications or Ihese finding. are
discussed.
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Abstract
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briefly

nature at least, bave the highest growth performance, and
hence to help identify African strains of tilapia with
aquaculture polential in Asia.
Throughout this paper, the YOn.Berta1anffy Growth
Formula (YBGr) is used to express the growlh of fish
(von Bertalanffy 1957); it has, for growth in length Ihe
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some indices of growth performancethat. have been
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This contributioncomparesthe growthperformance
of 100 "populations"of tiIapias(males and femalesare
treated here as separate "populations"whenever their
growth parameters had been, or could be estimated
separately).AItogelherfIfteenspecieS,belonging to the
genera Tilapia, Sa ot~rodon. and. Oreochromis
(Cichlidae:Teleostei) are covered, most of. them from
Africaninlandwaters.Theaimsare:
'.
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Growth comparisons of fish based on a single
parameterhave been found to be misleading(pauly 1979;
Kimura 1980;.De Mcrona 1983; Moreau et aI. 1985).
Several authors have proposed indicesof overall growlh
performance based on two parameters (Gallucci' and

,

Quinn 1979; Pauly 1979; Munro and Pauly 1983; Pauly
and Munro 1984). These indices; all take account of the
feature that "the growth curves of different fishes cannot
be compared directly because the cmves themselves are
produced by growth rotes that are constantly changing
with time and size" (pauly 1979). Hence, these indices all

. .

where Lt (or Wr) are length (or weight) at age t, L..
(or W..) the asymptotic size, K and to arc constants with
dimensions lJtime and time, respectively. Four indices of
growlh performance arc presented and evaluated here.
l'aramel,r w, Oalluccl and Quinn (1979) pointed out
the need for independence between L.. and K to (1)
improve the quality of estimates; (2)' increase .the
flexibility of the VBGF; and (3) allow for statistical
comparison of growth performance. They proposed an
alternative to equation (1), i.e.,

'Lt = (w/K) (l-exp(-K(t-to» ...3)
where

w=K.L..

...4)

Gallucci and Quinn (1979) suggested that the
parameter w, which expresses growth rate (dJ/dt) at to, is
suited for comparison, mainly because its distribution is
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more nonnal than that of K 'or L.taken separately. The w
index' has been used by Kipling (1983), Appeldoom

(1983)and Beukemaand Mechan(198S)~

.

Para~ter P. Pauly (1979) formulated the following
criteria for an index of growth performance of fish: (1) it
should relate.. ro growth in weight. so. as ro allow
comparison of species with different shapes; (2) it shQuld
consist of a single value and be easy 10compute; and (3) it

shouldbebiologically
interpretable.. :

".:.

:I

..

'., ': The first derivative of equation (2), y,rhichexpresses
the growth rate of fish, has.a single maximum (dw/dt)max
whether. it is ploued :against .time .or. againSt weighL
Therefore, the growth rate.at the inflexion point CWOof
equation. (2). can be. used as standard. for comparisons
wiihin and between species of different shapes. NOIealso
.

that the fish of weightWi usuallyrepresent.in nature,the

. bulk of. their. cohort (Philippart 1977).. Compare w,th w
which expresses dl/dt at length L 0 and hence at a cohort
, ,.:.;.
. .' .': "
.'
: weightofzero~..I.;"..
. Growth rate at the inflexion paint of. equation (2) is

=

. given.by.;

j\.
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'
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"
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.
~ ~
.' .Table1 givesa summaryof the data whichlead to
the mean'slope estinuilCof 213 for equation (7). The
: ..

dw/dtmax.= (419)KW.
:.. .

.,.
. ,.'

'. ...5)

Hence one can define

.

P= 10g1O(K.W.)

;. ..,

t... .

t

'

_

parameter~' bas been used, among others, by Pauly (1980),
Munro and Pauly (1983) and Pauly and Munro (1984),
who also introduced the new symbol~' to replace "a" used
earlier.
. ~ ,. .
'.,
.
The relationship.of~' J04Iis given'in Table 2 with the
interrelationships aruI dimensions of all four growth
perfonnance indices presented here.'
Materials and Methods

.

...

wereperformed.

.

For each inde~, the arithmetic mean, standard
deviation and coeffIcient of variation, in perceqrages (C.V.
x l00/mean),

were computed for important species

in Table 3 (Table 4) and for the whole data set (Fig.:1).
. The properties expected from the' "best"' iridex of

overallgrowthperformanceare:

'.

~.

Table 3 presents the growth parameters used to test
the four indices of grow~ p'crformance: They were either
taken from the reference ciled, or computed, using
standard methods,' from. s~-at-age. data in the cited
literature. When necessary, length-tO-weight conversions

= s.d.
..!

.

..

, ;"

I I

. it should be normally disaibuted when applied to a

...6)

large number of populations pelonging to clo$ely-related
taxa (such as the tilapias); and

.

its variance should decrease as one descends Crom
whose antilog is directly proportional to (dW/dt)max.
Because of this, P is the only one of the four growth
highertolowertaxonomiclevels.
: . . . 'i :
,,'j
. .
indices presented here whose value can be computed even
when growth parameters are not available. In such cases, P
. "
Results and Discussion .
can be computed from the slope of the steepest part of a
:':'..
':
weight growth curve. ...,.
.,
,
.
.
.
.'.
... . - ... f.
, Para~ter~. The parameter", inttoduced by Munro
As shown in Fig. 1 the disaibution of P,1)1
and~' values
and Pauly (1983) is based on the growth parameter 'are essentially. nonnal and rather sharply' Peaked
estimates compiled and analyzed by Pauly (1978, 1979,;
suggesting that these three indices, especial1y~' can indeed
Table 1). It is defmed by
be used as indices of growth perfonnance. Table 4 gives
results for six species. Parameterfjl' has the lowest C.V.
~ 10noK + (2{3)log10W.
-. 7)
values,followedby P and~; w has C.V. values 2-3 times
higher than the other three indices~
Parameter,,'. Pauly (1979), working with a large
Thus, our conclusion is that f' has properties which
make it useful as an index of overall growth perfonnance
compilation of growth parameter estimates (pauly 1978)
'

=

,

. noted that the relationship between K and L. is, between
different fish stocks of the same species, not one of saict
proportionality (as assumed, e.g., by Gallucci and Quioo
1979). Rather, this relationship is, on the average

-

LogI0K=<P' (2{3)logI0L.3

=10g10K+ 210gloL.

used for such purpose, notwithstandIDgthe suggestion of
Gulland (1983) that &.oJ "mightbe usefulin distiriguishing

differencesin the' early growth rate of different
populations."

.

.

.;

Note that ~. fulfilled both criteria for a "best" index of
growth performance, as, besides having a low variance for

..,8)

the combined data set in Table 3, it also had a lower

which leads ro the definition
~'

in fISh,while w performedso badly that it shouldnot be

variance when applied to separate species (Table 4):
That~' performed better than the indices based on
weight (P,,p) is somewhat surprising, but can probably be

.- 9)
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explained by the fact that tilapia species have similar
shapes, and that in most populations in Table 3, W.. was
estimated from L_ using length-weight relationships not
estimated jointly with the specific .values of L.., thus

addingvarianceto theW.. estimates. .

Do MCtC08, B. 1983. Mod~
poiuals:
application

d'eatimat1a1 raplde cia ]a croissanCICIdea
a\IX poillal'
d'uu
d' Afrique. Rev.

Hydrobiol Trop. 16(1):103-113.
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Dc Merona, B.. J. Moreau and T. Hec:bt. La croiuance. III C. ~e,
M. Bruton and G.W. Ssentongo (eds.) Biology and ecology of
AfriCIJI freshwater fuhea, recent trends. ORSTOM, Paris, France.

(Inpress).
.
Finally, the fact thatl/l' has a dimension such that fish
Dudley, R.G. 1974. Growth or tilapia or the Kafue floodplain, Zambia:
growth performance is related to surface area (Table 2),
predidcd cffcC1S of the KaCuc Gorge dam. Trani. Am. Fuh. sac:
agrees with the suggestion of Pauly (1979, 1981, 1984)
103:281-291. .
: ...
that respiratory surface area (i.e., gills) and hence oxygen
Duerrc. D.C. 1969. Report to the GoYemment of Zambia on fuhery
development in the Central BaroUe flood plain. FAO/UNDP erA)
supply are factors limiting fish growth. However, the
Rep.263880p.
..
limiting surfaces for growth (i.e., the gil1s) need not grow
m Bolod:, A. and R. Koura. 1961.The age and growth of Tilapia
. in proportionto length2 or weight2l3.Rather the index1/1'
galilaca.T. lIiIotiea and T. zillii from Beteha area (Syrian
and IjIimply length2 or weight213 only because the von
regial). Nccea Mcm. UAR (South. Reg.) Minist. Agrie. HydrobioL
.Berta1anCCy
equation is structured around this assumption
Dep.59:1-27..
.. '...
..
.

(see von Bertalanffy 1957). Thus, one would certainly
obtainan equallygoodindexof growthperformancebased
on a power between 2f3 and 1 as occur in most fishes
.
(pauly 1979,1981).
Based on the index 1/1'one can infer that Oreochromis
ni/oricus and S. galilaeus in Lake Kainji, Nigeria, are the
best-growing fishes of the lot considered here, while the
worst is O. mossambicus in Lake' Sibaya, South Africa.
The irony of this is that it is now very difficult 10prevent
wild O. mossambicus
from reducing, through
hybridization, the growth performance of introduced
strains of O. niloricus and S. galilaeus (Pullin 1983;'
Tanaguchi et aI. 1985). Clearly, growth comparisons of

wild fIsh stocks, based on a suitable index of overall .
growth performance should be performed as part of the
process leading to the selection of species for transfers and

introductions.
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